Memoir: Ten Books for Tuesday
This week, we draw together ten works focused on self-reflection and self-presentation. Using the
concept of memoir loosely, we include autobiography, biography, confessional, and fictional
memoir.
Peruse, and reach out if there is something that is a complement to your collection – we are always
happy to work on terms that fit libraries’ fiscal year needs, and are particularly flexible on invoicing
and shipping given the closures affecting some acquisitions departments. In the event that you have
specific collecting goals and would like to discuss them with us, we invite you to reach out via phone
or email Tuesday-Saturday when our liaison to institutional clientele is on site.
All items subject to prior purchase.
Descriptions of all items are abbreviated. For full descriptions and images, or to access our full
inventory, please visit WhitmoreRareBooks.com.
For inquiries and orders, please contact Miranda directly:
miranda@whitmorerarebooks.com or 626-714-7720

121 E. Union St. Pasadena, CA 91103. 626-714-7720

A widow memorializes her husband's legacy as one of the most prolific
Underground Railroad conductors
1.
Brown, C. S. [Abolition] [Underground Railroad]
The Memoir of Rev. Abel Brown by his Companion.
Worcester: Printed for the Author, 1849. First edition. Original
publisher's cloth binding stamped in gilt and blind. A bit of sunning
and spotting to spine and front board; light foxing to preliminary and
terminal leaves, with central signatures a bit proud. Overall a tight,
square copy that is surprisingly fresh internally. Collating xii, 228:
complete including frontis. OCLC reports 17 hardcopies at libraries;
and its last appearance at auction was over a century ago, in 1916.
Drawing together letters, journals, and publications from her
husband's lifetime, Catherine Brown memorializes her activist
husband's life and emphasizes the continued work of the groups with
whom he allied. Born in Massachusetts, as a young man Abel, "felt
called to action in the abolitionist movement. Brown was an eloquent voice crying out against slavery,
publishing letters and reports in The Liberator and other abolitionist periodicals as well as founding his own
paper" (Calarco). Not content with words alone, he carried allyship to action, standing alongside freed and
enslaved Black Americans and facing physical violence and threats to his life. One of the Underground
Railroad's most prolific operatives, he spent time in Pennsylvania, living near the Ohio River and providing aid
to those fleeing the South; he traveled to Kentucky and Virginia to assist in emancipating enslaved peoples; and
he provided a public platform for those who had escaped to tell their own stories. It was during the height of
his activism that he met and married Catherine, who joined him in his abolitionist efforts, cared for him
following physical beatings by white supremacist mobs, and produced the present work to ensure that his work
survived beyond him. Sabin 8462. Not in Blockson. (4413)
$2,750

An artist’s life, illustrated
2. Cellini, Benvenuto. John Aldington Symonds (translator).
The Life of Benvenuto Cellini written by himself…with reproductions of forty
original portraits and views illustrating the life (in 2 vols).
New York: Brentano's, [1906]. First Thus. Two octavo volumes (234 x 149
mm.). Contemporary full dark green morocco, covers decoratively paneled in
gilt, spine decoratively tooled and lettered in gilt, top edge gilt, others uncut,
decorative gilt turn-ins, marbled end-papers. Neat ink inscription on front free
end-papers. Decorated title-pages and forty photogravure plates. A fine and
very attractive set.
The memoir of the Italian goldsmith, sculptor, draftsman, soldier and
musician . Brought into English by John Aldington Symonds, it includes
numerous illustrations. (3588)
$650

Exposing a violent sexual economy that denied women autonomy and forced them into the "honourable
prostitution" of marriage
3. Coghlan, Mrs. Margaret. [Sexual Assault] [Forced Marriage]
Memoirs of Mrs. Coghlan...Being Interspersed with Anecdotes of the Late American and
Present French War, with Remarks Moral and Political.
London and Dublin: Printed for the Author and Reprinted by Z. Jackson, 1794. One of
three U.K. editions released the year before the American edition. Finely bound by Root
& Son in full red calf with gilt and morocco to spine. All edges brightly gilt. Inner dentelles
gilt. Marbled endpapers. Measuring 165 x 95mm and collating [10], x, 171, [1, blank]:
complete, including half title and the Preface, which was suppressed in many copies of
the American edition. Previous owner's stamp to verso of front endpaper. Contemporary
ownership signature of H.A. Woodward to [10]. Professional paper repairs to pages 7-8
(affecting two words with text remaining legible) and 59-60 (marginal, with no loss to
text); small paper flaw to pages 102-103 (affecting three words with text remaining
legible). Occasional pencil marginalia, otherwise fresh and unmarked. A young woman's
critique of the patriarchal marriage economy in the New Republic and an expose of
spousal abuse, Memoirs is scarce institutionally and in trade. ESTC notes 4 institutionally
held copies, with this being the only example on the market.
"As the American-born daughter of a British army officer, Margaret Moncrieffe Coghlan (1763-1787) was
forced to marry British officer John Coghlan (1754-1807) at age 14" (Gender and War). Legally tied to her
rapist, Coghlan uses her memoir to critique the "honourable prostitution" that marriage becomes when based
in the alleged social and financial protection of a woman; and she exposes the "barbarous treatment" that men,
protected by their peers and by the system, can continually inflict on their wives. Published seven years after
her death, Memoirs unabashedly blames the patriarchy for "the marriage that ruined her life...the misery that
led her into a host of financial, legal, and social problems... Ultimately, her work provides valuable insight into
the pressures faced by middle-class women of her time" (Gender and War). ESTC N41493. (4467) $1,950
A book that helped Douglass define himself in the public eye, and which set him on a path
to change American history
4. Douglass, Frederick.
Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave.
Boston: The Anti-Slavery Office, 1845. First edition. Original publisher's cloth
binding embossed in gilt and blind. Spine gently rolled and light rubbing to
extremities; binding tight and secure. Measuring 180 x 120mm and collating
complete including the frontis: [2], xvi, 125, [1, blank]. Early ownership
signature of C. Oliver Barnes to front pastedown. An inscription from the
first owner on the front flyleaf reads "Please to return this book as soon as
soon as possible after reading. F. E. Hinde, his booke. Charlestown 1845" and
the same hand leaves an amendation in pencil on the title, beneath the words
An American Slave, reading "Now U.S. Marshall of Dist. of Columbia (1877)"
as well as a note on a rear flyleaf. Occasional pencil annotations. Front
endpaper excised; portions of the front and rear flyleaves torn away. Scattered
foxing and soiling, largely confined to margins. An exceptional example of an
important book that is increasingly difficult to locate in collectible condition.

The first of three autobiographies by the abolitionist, educator, and political activist Frederick Douglass,
published through the American Anti-Slavery Office to amplify Douglass' celebrity, expose previously withheld
details about his background, and bolster the abolitionist cause. "Within five years of its release, it was translated
into French, German, and Dutch. Along with his public lectures, the Narrative made Frederick Douglass the
most famous Black person in the world" (Blight). Born of his enslaved mother's rape by a white man, Douglass
continually fought against bondage. In adulthood, Douglass escaped his enslavers by taking a false identity and
fleeing to Massachusetts, where he began a life with his wife and children. Narrating his story in the public eye
led both to greater danger of capture as well as new opportunities for permanently securing his freedom. He
was able to sail to Britain, spending almost two years on a lecture tour and successfully raising funds that enabled
him to to purchase his freedom. (4149) $19,500

A writer embraces her literary authority and as a deaf person asserts the importance of representation
5.
[Gower, Mrs.] [People with Disabilities]
Poems on Various Subjects; by A Young Lady who Through Accident was Entirely
Deprived of her Hearing.
Margate: Printed and sold by G. Witherden.., [1819]. First edition. Early 20th century
black textured cloth with five raised bands to spine. Bookplate of J. O. Edwards to
front pastedown. Contemporary ownership signature of A. Van Zwanenberg to front
endpaper. A pencil notation on the inner header of the title page reads "Poems of
Mrs. Gower" in a contemporary hand. A bit of light scattered foxing throughout,
largely concentrated in the preliminary and terminal leaves. Measuring 205 x 130mm.
Collating 119, [1]: complete, with an additional 4 page pamphlet tipped in between
pages 118 and 119. An exceptionally scarce gathering of poetry by a deaf woman
writer, OCLC locates only two copies at institutions, neither in North America. The
present is the only copy on the market.
While the name of the author remains a mystery, her own preface reveals that the
present is not her only work of poetry. Calling on the "flattering reception given to
the Lines from the Pen of a Young Lady" which she published six months prior, she
positions her work as filling a key literary gap in literary representation. She asserts
that her own position as a deaf person aids her in depicting "Scenes, Subjects, and
Ideas not frequently portrayed or discussed, but which peculiar circumstances have
elicited in the mind of the Writer, and induced her to dwell upon with singular interest." Verses such as The
Days of My Youth, On a Fine Spring Morning, and The Sea paint triumphant and powerful verbal images on
the page as the poet captures her nuanced experiences linked to sight and touch. And in Lines Written While
Under the Care of a Celebrated Aurist, she most overtly addresses her relationship to silence, hearing, and
people with hearing. Here she calls herself Mary by name, suggests that much of the angst surrounding her
deafness emerges not from herself but from scriptural teachings, her family, and her friends' expectations.
Inserted toward the end is an undated pamphlet unrecorded by OCLC, presumably written by the same poet
on the death of her reverend. Jackson 387. Not in Johnson. (4276) $2,250

The first book published by a policewoman in America, and a call for prison reform
6. Harris, Louisa. [Police & Prison Reform] [Systemic Violence]
Behind the Scenes; or, Nine Years at the Four Courts of Saint Louis (Presentation
Copy)
St. Louis: A. R. Fleming & Co., 1893. First edition. Original publisher's cloth
binding with gilt to spine and front board. Brown coated endpapers. A square,
tight copy with just a bit of rubbing to extremities and light shelfwear to bottom
edges of boards. Some cracking to hinges but both holding firm. Internally clean
and unmarked, collating viii, 9-220: complete including frontis. Inscribed on the
front endpaper: "Presented by the Author Mrs. Louisa Harris." The first book
published by a policewoman in America, it is scarce both institutionally and in
trade. OCLC reports 23 copies, and the modern auction record shows only three;
of these, only one was signed.
"Women have served in organized law enforcement in the U.S. almost from the
beginning. The first police departments in America were established in the 19th
century, and in 1845 women began working as matrons in New York City jails"
(Smith). The practice rapidly spread across the country, where police forces needed assistance in supervising
female prisoners and dealing with the specific challenges faced by this population. Louisa Harris, having served
in the prisons and courts of Missouri for nearly a decade, became the first of these women to publish about
her experience. Her narrative reflects an awareness of the social forces that put women at a disadvantage,
driving them toward arrests or recidivism. Domestic violence, poverty, and the stigma placed on sex work all
do damage to women; and according to Harris, these women should not be treated as or placed with violent
offenders when they could, with proper assistance, find safety or build more secure lives. This is the motivation
for Harris' memoir. "I reasoned that if the world knew more about the unfortunate and their revolting
experiences, together with the causes that promote misfortune, there might be more true sympathy
exhibited...While I have from personal observation become familiar with so-called criminals, I have had the
opportunity to learn many of the causes of the committal of crimes. The law seldom recognizes the palliating
influences, but humanity should." Near Fine. (4179)
$2,250
An unprecedented depiction of Black American experience, a narrative of 'passing' that
predates the social realism of the Harlem Renaissance
7.
Johnson, James Weldon.
The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man.
Boston: Sherman, French & Co, 1912. First edition. Original publisher's cloth
binding with gilt to spine and front board. Retaining bright gilt but generally
a bit shelfworn on extremities and front board; spine gently rolled. Internally
fresh, unmarked, and complete: [6], 207, [1, blank]. A scarce depiction of
modern Black American experience, OCLC records 22 physical copies at
institutions, and it has sold at auction only twice in the last 25 years. The
present is the only copy on the market.
One of the first novels to "present a frank picture of being Black in America,"
The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man is "masked in the tradition of the
literary confession practiced by such writers as St. Augustine and Rousseau.
This 'autobiography' purports to be a candid account of its narrator's private
views and feelings as well as an acknowledgement of the central secret of his

life: that though he lives as a white man he is, by heritage and experience, African American. Written by the
first Black executive director of the NAACP, Autobiography...anticipates the social realism of the Harlem
Renaissance writers. In its unprecedented analysis of the social causes of a Black man's denial of the best within
himself," it is an unforgettable and important work (Andrews). (4422)
ON HOLD

Autobiography of the first woman PhD in mathematics, "the greatest known woman
scientist before the 20th century"
8.
[Kovalevsky, Sonya] Isabel F. Hapgood, translator. [Women in
STEM]
Sonya Kovalevsky, Her Recollections.
New York: The Century Co., 1895. First American edition. Original pictorial
publisher's cloth binding. Slight fading to spine and rubbing to boards.
Lacking the front endpaper, else complete: [6], 318. Internally Fine -- a bright
and unread copy. Scarce in nice condition, the present work is the first
appearance in English of Sonya Kovalevsky's autobiography, documenting
her early education and rise to become the first woman to be awarded a PhD
in mathematics.
A childhood isolated from those her own age, close contact with her mother
and nurse, family associations with luminaries including Dostoyevsky, and
an unquenchable desire to learn shaped Kovalevsky's early years according to her autobiography. While her
own words end in the lead-up to her greatest achievements, the later portion of her tale is supplied
posthumously by Anna Carlotta Leffler, Duchess of Cajanello, who firmly believed the world needed to know
more about the development of "a woman upon whom the union of a masculine mind with a feminine heart
imposed the difficult task of solving diametrically opposed problems which all women, gifted or otherwise,
must face." Indeed, Kovalevsky's resilience and brilliance made it possible for her to overcome multiple
obstacles, as she became not only the first modern woman awarded a PhD but also the first to hold a university
faculty position in the field; and as a feminist activist and suffragist, she would fight to dismantle hurdles for
the generations of girls coming after her. Very Good +. (3132)
$900

Inscribed by the author to Oliver Stone, who left research notes in its pages as he adapted
the book into film
9. Sugerman, Danny.
Wonderland Avenue. A True Rock 'n' Roll Saga (Presentation Copy)
New York: William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1989. Second printing.
Extraordinary presentation copy signed and inscribed by the ex Doors
manager and Jim Morrison confidant Danny Sugerman to film director
Oliver Stone, who went on to make his own annotations and markings as
preparation for his 1991 film The Doors. Original white publisher's binding
with gilt to spine. Some minor soiling and toning to boards near spine. In the
original bright yellow, pink, and orange dust jacket with only the most trivial
wear to the crown of spine and corners, and some rubbing to the rear panel.

In all, an exceptional association linking this copy both to the Doors and the director who immortalized their
story on film.
"Here, Sugerman reconstructs his glamorous and desperate life--shadowed, inspired, and nearly doomed by his
friendship with rockstar Jim Morrison, leader of the Doors...Morrison was a magical mentor to Danny, a poetphilosopher in the dark lineage of Byron and Rimbaud. Morrison gave Danny the dangerous idea that, in order
to grow, brave men tempt death...A cocky, fluent, scary tale of the reckless life, at once an insider's tale of the
rock scene, and a story of recovery" (contemporary review, Morrow). Wonderland Avenue became not just a
tell-all memoir in its own right, but the basis for an unforgettable film. And the present copy, inscribed by
Sugerman to Oliver Stone, was specifically used in Stone's research for the movie starring Val Kilmer.
Throughout the pages, Stone leaves underlinings, blockings, and heavy annotations that reveal the process the
book underwent in adaptation. An exceptional piece of pop culture. Near Fine in Near Fine dust jacket.
(2720) $6,500

One of the most important spiritual works of the 20th century
10.
Yogananda, Paramhansa.
Autobiography of a Yogi.
New York: Philosophical Library, [1948]. Presumed Second Edition. Original blue
publisher's cloth binding with gilt to spine and front board. Top-edge stained red. Some
very gentle rubbing to extremities. Ownership signature of Mary L. Senkler to front
endpaper. In a Near Fine jacket with some gentle wear to corners and head of spine,
and with spine just a touch sunned. In all, a clean, tight, square copy presenting nicely
in its original jacket. In the absence of a definitive bibliography, presumed second
edition, with advertisements on the rear panel of the dust jacket for books published as
late as 1948.
Beginning with his childhood and tracing his life through his encounters with monks,
gurus, and key spiritual figures of the East and West, Autobiography of a Yogi provides
readers with an introduction to the teachings of Krishna yoga meditation. The book,
which has been translated into over fifty languages, has been highly acclaimed as one of
the 100 Most Important Spiritual Works of the 20th Century; and it has influenced a
diverse readership to explore and appreciate Eastern methods of God-realization.
Among its notable readers have been George Harrison, Mariel Hemingway, and Steve
Jobs. Near Fine in Near Fine dust jacket. (4260)
$1,500
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